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D are the Lorentz curvature and covariant derivative.






= 0), then (6) represents a pure theory of grav-
ity in eleven dimensions of the Lovelock type [19], with
all coeÆcients xed in a particular way [16, 20].
Despite the formal similarities of this construction with
the three-dimensional case [15], there are important dif-
ferences. First, the theory following from (6) has non-
trivial dynamics with a non-zero number of degrees of
freedom [21]. In fact, contrary to the three-dimensional
case, propagating solutions are expected to exist al-
though, to our knowledge, have not been found so far (the
analysis of [21] is restricted to the counting of indepen-
dent initial conditions per spacetime point; no explicit
solutions are displayed). Second, the action (6) is not
equivalent to the Einstein-Hilbert action in eleven dimen-
sions. As mentioned before, writting (6) as a function of
the spacetime curvature one obtains a Lovelock-type [19]
action containing higher powers of the curvature tensor.
Equations (7) have a large group of symmetries
Sp(32)dis. The maximally symmetric background
^
R = 0 (AdS space) is however degenerate and no lin-
ear theory exists around it. Perturbations with spherical




[16]. This problem can be corrected if one breaks part
of the gauge symmetry. We shall do this by adding to
the action a cosmological term which preserves Lorentz
and dieomorphism invariance. This simple modica-
tion produces asymptotically Schwarzschild spacetimes
[22, 23, 24], and we show in this paper that an interest-
ing linear theory exists around the new AdS background.
Interestingly, a similar modication was considered in [9]
in an attempt to relate Chern-Simons and standard su-
pergravities. Further implications of this term will be
discussed in the conclusions.























where  is a dimensionless number parametrizing the de-
formation. The new piece is of course equivalent to a



















































In view of the theorem proved in [25], we expect to
make contact with standard supergravity only in the
limit  = 0. In fact, we shall see that, for any value
of  , the scale l induces a mass term m = 1=l on the
3-form A
[3]
(see below). For this reason, in what follows
we shall consider the l !1 limit.
The linearized perturbations on e
a
and  around the
new background (12) have no surprises, so we only quote














is the solution of (12). Eq.


















which is the linearized Einstein equation in eleven dimen-
sions. On the other hand, the linearized Chern-Simons



















D = 0: (14)




= 0 this equation is triv-















in eleven dimensions. (In the nite l case (13) has a cos-
mological term, and (14) a mass term.)








computed as follows. The curvature
^

























































(e) is the torsionless part. 
ab
is related







. The equations of motion
(11), keeping only linear terms in H, can be written in







































Inserting H and computing the anti-commutators [26]














































































































































Eliminating the tangent indices, the above equations























































can be solved from (18) and replacing in (17)
we nd that A
[3]













In the limit l !1 this mass term disappears, we recover
the usual dynamics for the three-form and (18) becomes
the duality relation (5).
The appearance of a Lorentz gauge condition was
somehow expected. The group of symmetries of the ac-






as a gauge transformation. Hence, the description is not
gauge invariant [36].
OSp(32j1) Chern-Simons theory is then a topologi-
cal (metric-independent) and gauge invariant eld the-
ory whose linear spectrum (perturbations around a de-
formed maximally symmetric background) contains lin-
earized eleven-dimensional supergravity. Since eleven-
dimensional supergravity is itself the low energy regime
of M-theory, it is tempting to conjecture (see also [9, 13])
a direct relation between Chern-Simons supergravity and
M-theory. To make this relation precise the inclusion of
interactions (higher order terms) is however necessary.
We expect to come back to this problem elsewhere.
It is perhaps not too surprising that in order to nd a
well-dened and interesting linear theory we had to break
the Chern-Simons symmetry. In eld theory often the in-
teresting physics arises in broken phases for which some
elds take non-zero expectation values. It would be ex-
tremely interesting to nd an exact solution inducing the
symmetry breaking term in a spontaneous way. Alterna-
tively, one can understand this term via the coupling of
Wilson lines, as in [9].
It is also interesting to note that the symmetry break-
ing term only aects the asymptotic behavior of the met-
ric [24]. Near the singularity, the physics is controlled
by the exact Chern-Simons theory which, in particular,
leads to a milder singularity [16].
The results presented here hold also in ve dimensions.
The actions of 5d supergravity [30, 31] and 5d Chern-
Simons supergravity [20] are not equivalent. It can be
shown [24] that deforming the Chern-Simons action by
the addition of a cosmological term, its linearized spec-
trum coincides with standard supergravity. One can also
go to second order and see the Abelian Chern-Simons in-
teraction, as well as the back reaction from the gauge
eld. The equations of motion of a spherically sym-
metric ansatz can be solved and the solution coincides,
asymptotically, with the usual ve-dimensional Reissner-
Nordstrom solution [24].
Finally, some open problems that we have left for fu-
ture work are the expansion to second order (see [24]
for the ve-dimensional case), existence of other back-
grounds, like the M2/M5 solutions, and existence of du-
alities via dimensional reduction [32, 33]. If these exist,
then perhaps Chern-Simons supergravity may become as
relevant as standard supergravity. It would be interest-
ing to study the strong regime of this theory where the
non-linear terms become important (and the symmetry
is restored) and see their eect on various singularities.
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are both 2-forms with values on the


























= 0 to rst or-








































= 0. The other components involve the mixed
tensor S and the trace C, which is the dual of A
[7]
,





























. The tensor S is







Mixed tensors of this type have appeared in dual for-
mulations of General Relativity in [27, 28, 29]. We shall
consider these equations in detail elsewhere. The impor-
















, which is motivated by (1)
and (2), does transform as a gauge eld under the Lorentz
group.
